The chain ladder method is a simple and suggestive tool in claims reserving, and various attempts have been made aiming at its justification in a stochastic model. Remarkable progress has been achieved by Schnieper and Mack who considered models involving assumptions on conditional distributions. The present paper extends the model of Mack and proposes a basic model in a decision theoretic setting. The model allows to characterize optimality of the chain ladder factors as predictors of nonobservable development factors and hence optimality of the chain ladder predictors of aggregate claims at the end of the first non-observable calendar year. We also present a model in which the chain ladder predictor of ultimate aggregate claims turns out to be unbiased.
INTRODUCTION
The chain ladder method is a simple and suggestive tool in claims reserving, and various attempts have been made aiming at its justification in a stochastic model. Remarkable progress has been achieved by Schnieper [1991] and Mack [1993 Mack [ ,1994a Mack [ , 1994b who considered models involving assumptions on conditional distributions.
The present paper proposes a basic model in a decision theoretic setting (Section 2) which is analyzed on the background of a general result on conditional prediction (Section 3). The model allows to characterize optimality of the chain ladder factors as predictors of non-observable development factors and hence optimality of the chain ladder predictors of aggregate claims at the end of the first non-observable calendar year (Section 4).
The model considered here is exclusively based on assumptions on the conditional joint distribution (with respect to the past over all occurrence years) of the collection of all development factors from a given development year; by contrast, the model of Mack assumes unconditional independence of the occurrence years and certain properties of the conditional distributions of single development factors. Since our model properly extends the model of Mack (Section 5), we obtain a justification of the chain ladder method under strictly weaker assumptions.
We also present a partial solution to the prediction problem for ultimate aggregate claims: It is shown that in another model which again properly extends the model of ASTIN BULLETIN, Vol. 26, No. 2, 1996, pp. 247-262 248 KLAUS D. SCHMIDT --ANJA SCHNAUS Mack the chain ladder predictor of ultimate aggregate claims is unbiased but shares this property with many other predictors (Section 6). Optimality of the chain ladder predictor of ultimate aggregate claims remains an open problem.
Throughout this paper, let (fL 7, P) be a probability space. We assume that all random variables under consideration have finite second moments.
THE PREDICTION PROBLEM AND THE BASIC MODEL
Consider a family of random variables {Si.k}i.~-EI0., ...... }. The random variable Si.k is interpreted as the aggregate claim size of all claims which occur in occurrence year i and which are settled before the end of calendar year i + k. We also interpret the subscript k as the development year.
We assume that the aggregate claims Si.k are strictly positive and that they are observable for i + k _< n but non-observable for i + k > n. The observable aggregate claims can be represented by the run-offtriangle: In what follows we shall study optimality of the chain ladder factors as predictors of non-observable development factors. To this end, we first formulate the prediction problem and then state the basic model: The prediction problem for the basic model will be studied in Section 4 below.
CONDITIONAL PREDICTION
In the present section, we study an abstract prediction problem which will later be applied to the prediction of non-observable development factors.
Throughout this section, let {Xi}i ~ t, ....... ,} be a family of random variables and let G be a sub-a-algebra of Y. We assume that there exists a random variable X such that
holds for all i, j e { 1 ..... m, m + 1 } such that i mj. We also assume that the random variables X, ..... X,,, are observable whereas Xm ÷, is non-observable.
Let ,5 denote the collection of all random variables `swhich can be written as ,5= ~w~x~ i=1 where the weights are G-measurable random variables satisfying
The random variables in ,5 are called admissible predictors of X m + ,-
The problem is to find some ~ ~ A satisfying
that is, to predict the non-observable random variable X,, + z by a weighted mean of the observable ones such that the weights contain information from outside the sample {X, ..... X m } and such that conditional expected squared error loss in minimized.
Remark. The classical case is the case where G = { D, f~ }, which means that -no information from outside the sample is available, ,,i=, var(xi I q)
Because of Lemma 3.1, this proves the equivalence of (a) and (b) as well as the identity for var(~ I G). The final identity follows by straightforward computation. is an unbiased estimator of the variance of the sample mean.
THE RESULTS
We now turn to the prediction problem for the basic model. Consider k ~ { 1 ..... n }. holds for all i • {0, 1 ..... n -k}, and this identity is equivalent with
Lemma. Under the assumptions of the basic model, the identities

E(~I qk) = Fk
This yields the equivalence of (a) and (b). The equivalence of (b) and (c) is obvious from Lemma 4.1, and the final assertion follows from Theorem 3.2.
The previous result suggests the definition of the following general model: 
vk . var(~}qk )
and this implies that 6 and S,_,+~.k_~ • 6 are unbiased predictors of Fj., and S,_m. k, respectively; moreover, we have
and hence e((so_,+:., -q,) = inf,5~a ' E((Sn_k+,. k l S.__k+ljk__lJ 6)21 qk ) , which means that the chain ladder factor /~ and the chain ladder predictor -k+l,k = Sn-k+l,k-l" Fk are the optimum predictors of Fj. k and S.l*+l,k , respectively.
Sn
This solves completely the prediction problem for the first non-observable year n + 1. --E(S, . n_, 1FIR. ' I=n-i+l = E(Si,n [ qn-i+l) ~n-i+l
Gn-i+l /
Gn-i+J ]
~n-i+l / Conclusion: Under the assumptions of the modified model, the chain ladder predictor is an unbiased predictor of the ultimate aggregate claims, but many other predictors are unbiased as well.
In order to establish optimality, and not only unbiasedness, of the chain ladder predictor, the modified model should be restricted by additional assumptions which are in the spirit of the general model. These additional assumptions should concern products of development factors instead of single ones.
REMARKS
At the first glance, it may appear to be somewhat strange that if-algebras G~, which are used for conditioning, include (except for the case k = 1) non-observable information. However, non-observable information drops out automatically in the formulas for the optimum predictors of non-observable development factors. Moreover, all results remain valid when the if-algebras Gk are replaced by the if-algebras which means that successive chain ladder factors are uncorrelated. This assumption is J automatically fulfilled if in the general model the random variables F~ are assumed to be constant; in particular, the assumption is fulfilled in the model of Mack. To the present authors, however, unco~Telatedness of chain ladder factors seems to be of minor importance when compared with unbiasedness of the chain ladder predictor, and assumptions on unconditional expectations appear to be a bit strange in the general setting of conditional prediction considered in this paper. 
